
VMS Governor’s Press Conference Notes from Tuesday, August 24, 2021 
 
Governor Scott:  

• White House – shared the latest for approving vaccine for those 11 and under  
• The trials are going well and should be enough for an EUA at the earliest at the end of 

September 
• There will be dedicated supply for those 11 and under 
• Also the FDA full approval of the Pfizer vaccine – which many have not received the vaccine and 

we know that vaccines can save lives 
• Now we hope that people that were on the fence will get vaccinated 
• The rate has increased but is beginning to slow and we hope that continues 
• The rate of cases in unvaccinated and vaccinated continues to grow  
• As you know the number of vaccinated significantly outweighs the rate of unvaccinated 
• The vaccinated cases are very low amounts  
• Back to school – remind you how important to go return to full in-person learning 5 days a week  
• Strongly recommended that all students wear masks 
• We recommend that all students get vaccinated and wear a mask until they are fully vaccinated 
• Hoping kids can make up for lost time in a safe way 

 
Michael Pieciak 
https://dfr.vermont.gov/sites/finreg/files/doc_library/dfr-covid19-modeling-082421.pdf 
 

• Look at national trends and VT trends in case growth – national case growth has risen but the 
growth has slowed down 

• The forecast is that the rate of growth will begin to decrease – AR, LA and MO spiked and then 
has started to go down 

• The cases regionally has gone up but slowest rate of growth in the last 6-7 weeks 
• 9% rate of growth 
• In VT we increased our cases week-over-week by 40 but now the rate of growth is falling down 

and we are looking next week for cases to go down  
• Reproduction rate has also started to slow 
• VT forecast anticipates VT cases continue to slow down and begin to drop  
• Case rates for unvaccinated – 28% increase in case rates 
• Fully Vaccinated – 18% increase in case rates  
• Continue to have strong confidence in vaccines 
• VT continues to have the lowest rate of hospitalization and deaths in the country and no 

pediatric cases in the hospital as well  
• 13 higher education institutions – 24,000 students are about 90 percent vaccinated 
• The status will be updated week over week 
• LTCF – back in the presentation – 4 outbreaks of 62 cases 
• 3,000 people started vaccinated process this week – the news of full FDA Pfizer authorization 

should change this and boost these numbers 
• VT is 85.6% at least one dose 
• 76.4% fully vaccinated 
• HI and VT have identical first shot – the second shot is very important and we see this with the 

higher case rates in HI  

https://dfr.vermont.gov/sites/finreg/files/doc_library/dfr-covid19-modeling-082421.pdf


 
Sec. Smith –  

• First want to touch on the topic of patient capacity at our hospitals – we have seen an increase 
in patients in hospital that are not just from COVID – there are 34 in the hospitals right now 
which is about half of what it was in the Spring. 

• Our covid cases are beginning to plateau 
• Besides covid what we are seeing is people are accessing care they may have foregone during 

COVID – so sicker and also people showing up with mental health issues – to assist the VDH is 
opening up 9 beds at the State psych hospital  

• Retreat has 12 new beds – and 6 of them coming on in September – providing staffing 
• Those with weakend immune systems – this is a relatively small amount of people – about 3 % - 

they should talk to their pcp about the additional dose – we are augmenting the capacity at pcps 
and pharmacies with our pop-up walk-in sites  

• The process should go smoothly 
• The govt has recommended booster shots starting at the end of Sept. 
• 8 months out -starting with HCW and then go to LTCF – we will be leveraging our hospitals, 

pharmacies, the national guard and this time we will have primary care capacity 
• If 2-11 is approved we will probably use our school-based sites and our pediatric offices 
• You can walk-in and get vaccinated at most pharmacies  
• In addition to that we continue to offer school-based sites  

 
Dep. Secretary Education Heather Bouchey 
 

• Many schools are back-to-school this week – recommend districts to stay home if sick – if 
symptoms of COVID 

• If COVID starts at school students and staff alike 
• Recommend that students and staff start with mask mandates for 10 instructional days of the 

school year 
• If vaccination is over 80% than mask mandate will be lifted 
• If vaccination is under 80% than mask mandates will remain and all staff and students will need 

to wear masks  
• Outdoors staff and students will not need to wear masks 
• Please know we are monitoring and will change the guidance as needed 
• Surveillance testing will happen every week – all students and staff will be tested often 
• Contact tracing will work closely with districts on tracing the COVID 
• We released a memo that briefly stated districts have broad authority to keep their students 

safe and healthy which includes protecting them from COVID-19. There is authority for districts 
to have very different policies on COVID mitigation. That is okay but what is important is for 
each district to step up and make decisions in the best interest and safety of everyone 

• We have heard about a few contentious exchanges at the School Board level of districts differing 
mask mitigation policies 

• However we urge these conversations to remain measured, civil and respectful 
• You can disagree with their decisions but it is not okay to threaten or intimidate them and 

threats of violence are never acceptable 
• Please do not disrupt the school day as this interrupts our student’s ability to learn and is not 

fair for our kids 



• Positively, we are lucky to be able to start school in person and its incredibly valuable for kids in 
returning to school and engaging in academics and sports and getting to spend time with their 
friends 

 
Patsy Kelso 

• The health department will support schools with contact tracing like we did last year 
• Schools may learn from a family letting the school know or the contact tracing – they will 

identify that the case was in the school and then notify close contacts and give testing guidance 
as needed and then share info with the VDH 

• Get vaccinated if eligible, stay home if you are sick, get tested, if you live with kids who cant get 
vaccinated then wear a mask indoors 

• Kids who want to engage in activities they love can take one step and that is to get vaccinated 
 
Commissioner Levine 

• Fully vaccinated people are highly protected form serious illness from the delta variant 
• Seen data showing the safety and the efficacy of all three vaccines and the Pfizer is now fully 

authorized for adult populations  
• Still under EUA for 12-17 
• The FDA approval should provide increased confidence and may reassure some unvaccinated 

people – if you were waiting for full approval – please take the time to protect yourself as soon 
as you can.  

• The FDA action may allow employers to mandate the vaccine as a condition of employment 
• Anyone who has had the first dose – you are not fully protected – and so you need to get the 

second shot 
• 93% of those eligible for the second shot have done so – more important than  
• The most important rate is the high level of fully vaccinated people in Vermont  
• Currently limited info for hearing about getting the second dose before 3 weeks or after 6 weeks 
• Booster shots available as early as September 20th 

• Research findings from Israeli – encouraging from the senior population with boosters showing 
4 times protection with the 3rd dose – Israel for those over 60 – now giving over age 40. 

• Fortunately, in VT our rates of fully vaccinated are high enough to reduce the transmission. But 
there will likely be cases in schools, afterschool programs and camps. 

• But we are seeing promising data of the rates of delta dropping 
• Our schools have been amazing partners – fortunately any severe impacts in children are 

extremely rare.  
• In summary the delta variant is not the same virus from a year ago but we do have mitigation 

methods we can use to keep Vters safe. 
We can all help our schools all do our part to stop the transmission:  

1. get vaccinated 
2. stay home if you are sick and getting tested 
3. wear a mask indoors if you are not fully vaccinated 
4. consider wearing a mask indoors if you are fully vaccinated – especially if you are around 

children that are not eligible to be vaccinated; someone who is immunocompromised; traveling 
in an area that has higher transmission rate and a low vaccination rate 

5. If you or your child are going back to school I recommend skipping travel to a higher risk area – I 
said it one year ago – good advice now and then.  

 



Questions:  
Have you given any thought to any more mitigation measures?  
Gov: We have given recommendations to wear a mask where there are a lot of people you don’t know. 
We are number 1 in the nation in so many areas. Am I concerned about what Im seeing of course I am. 
We are ready to pivot and I am ready to do whatever we need to do when necessary. Maine has put in 
more restrictions because of their hospitalizations. When we see Israel and India has seen the incredible 
drop-off of cases and we think we will see the same at around the 9-week mark and we are at about the 
7 week mark. Right now I don’t believe the State of Emergency is appropriate right now. Overtime the 
State of Emergency should only be used in times of real emergencies. There is no emergency at this 
time. Until such time you don’t want to abuse this.  
 
The leaders of legislature has essentially called on you to do more?  
Gov: I saw the letter from the Speaker and will see the one from the Pro Tem but I think its unfortunate 
to play politics on this issue at this time. The Speaker mentioned there are five other states that have 
imposed further restrictions. One of them is Louisiana – which is like night and day from VT. They have 
14 times the number of cases from VT and their death rate is 62 times that of VT. If we were 
experiencing that in VT we would have more restrictions. 
 
Aug. 12th, 2021 there were 137 breakthrough cases in VT – why are we including breakthrough data 
from January? 
M.L. 10 per 100k for vaccinated and 30 per 100k for unvaccinated 
Clearly, no denying that these cases are rising but the vaccinated cases are with a huge denominator. So, 
with the delta we are going to see some cases in the vaccinated but it so much lower. Gov: I like what 
Sunjay Gupta said – the term breakthrough cases is not a good one because the vaccine was designed to 
lessen the severe outcome of getting COVID in the lungs. 
 
What about J&J boosters? 
M.L. the data from J&J has started to flow – and remember that J&J was not given the EUA until months 
after the mRNA doses. Gov. we are working on this and there will be a booster but not at this time 
because the EUA was really for that one dose. Finally cleared up the situation in manufacturing plant in 
Baltimore 
 
Some people that are unvaccinated had COVID and so they feel immune? 
M.L. – the data is so strong that your immune system gets benefited from getting the vaccine than any 
immunity form being sick. 
 
Will the fully vaccinated mean getting a third dose? 
M.L. I have faith in Vermonters they will step up fro the third dose. The data from Israel will show you 
over time the benefit. Eventually with the SARS-COVID it will be in the landscape at all times. 
 
How will the people in LTCF get their booster? 
Sec. Smith – we are in the stages of reinventing how they got teir otiginal shots – in that process right 
now. Using the pharmacy system we used before – we have to get federal approval but it will happen. 
 
What about school sports guidance? 
Gov. nothing has changed for outdoor sports. We are currently looking at this except for school 
volleyball.  
 



What happens if there is a mask mandate and parents send their students without masks? 
Heather: I can get back to you with legal argument. Gov: I would say they would have the authority to 
keep them out of the school. Reminder there will not be the need to quarantine if fully vaccinated. 
 
What are your thoughts about Horizon cutting the dairy contracts?  
Gov. I know the good news is that they gave a year before they stop picking up milk. It is hitting the 
smaller to medium sized farms – but were on it and hope for a solution soon 
 
Has anyone gotten COVID-19 twice? 
Kelso: The problem is the small number of people who may have gotten it twice did not have whole 
genome sequencing at this time?  
Proportion of Vermonters who have gotten each type of vaccine and the breakthrough cases there are 
no significant differences. 
 
Afghanistan and Vermonters in Kabul?  
Gov: I will let you contact the Guard for that question. 
 
Seeing parents standing up against the school boards trying to put in mask mandates cited the 
Governor to call on personal choice with masks?  
Gov: in this situation masking need to be imposed on the school population who are not vaccinated – 
we need the FDA to approve so we can get those gets vaccinated. In this case I think it is perfectly 
legitimate for schools to impose these restrictions. Heather – schools will have a stockpile of masks and 
will try to use those first – but the districts have the power to implement this guidance. 
 
Are you concerned about a softening economy? 
Gov: Yes I’m concerned about inflation and the softening economy. But the infrastructure package will 
get through Congress and we will have plenty of money and there are plenty of jobs. I am not concerned 
but wary. 
 
We are entering a stretch of time with one vaccine with full approval – do you have enough supply to 
meet the demand of the 90k eligible supply of Pfizer to meet the demand?  
Gov. the white house said there was plenty of supply and Moderna and J&J will be fully approved 
shortly. Moderna is weeks behind and J&J a little harder to pin time. We have surplus of supply and not 
a surplus of demand.  
 
LTCF – active outbreaks or there other cases in other facilities? 
M.L. there are other scattered cases – I will have to get you the numbers. The majority of the cases are 
in the residents.  
 
LTCF outbreak data any other information on the one in Barton? 
M.L. that one has just come to light in the last couple of days but I don’t have any more information at 
this point. 
 
Close contacts that have been vaccinated don’t need to quarantine?  
Kelso: it is possible that the asymptomatic may be spreading cases. We do recommend that fully 
vaccinated get a test any way 3-5 days after exposure. 
 
What is your reaction to an increase of cases in the UK?  



Pieciak – UK and Vietnam cases slowed down and then picked back up. The UK had some lockdowns and 
then had “freedom day” and a lot of interaction and that is the best guess of why their cases went back 
up. The UK had a strategy of getting one dose in everyone – but not the second dose. Which was a good 
strategy ecept with the delta variant which is why I am committed to the fully vaccinated. We are 
probably the highest in the world.  
 
Study on 2020 of how effective the backpack food program was over the weekend? About 30 schools 
enrolled – could it be expanded?  
Heather: There are a variety of different grants for child nutrition – I am not sure if we are at the cap of 
that program I will have to get back to you. In general, if we can expand access to highly nutritious food 
we will. Many of these programs required waivers during COVID in order to expand these services. 
 
Ivermectin – will you open monoclonal antibody clinics like FL? 
M.L. Vermont does not need these clinics – the goal of monoclonal antibodies is to keep people out of 
the hospital – which they need because of the hospital demand. You have asked about Ivermectin and 
there is not any compelling data to show that an animal drug is effective in treating the SARs-COV virus. 
Take this drug off the table – when we have the vaccine available. Gov: I want to comment that FL is in a 
very different place – compared to VT they have had over 4,000 deaths in one month. FL is throwing 
everything at the wall to see what sticks and they should be.  
 
The FDA full approval – do vaccines now get the status of schools being able to require these 
vaccines?  
M.L. So I would answer it would be eligible – I cant make that decision today. There is a legislative rule-
making process that would need to take place. I cant answer – but there is a lot more that need to 
happen for that to be a possibility? 
 
Can you share any info on Waterbury outbreak?  
M.L. the camp is over so nothing to return to. There were several cases that had to do with exposure 
outside the camp.  
 


